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A Screen-Free Boredom Buster For Your Kid! This awesome dot
to dot book includes: - Variety of themes from cute animals,
things that go, food and many more! - 3 challenge levels Bonus levels for an even more exciting challenge - Designed
to enhance motor skills and creativity Dot to Dot activities
involve the use of freeform hand drawing guided by having to
connect each dot in order to create an image. These
activities are great at improving hand eye coordination,
motor skills and most importantly creativity as the child
has to complete the illustration by choosing straight or
curved lines to complete the illustration. 3 challenge
levels progressively help your child learn how to do dot to
dot activities Level 1 Easy: with fewer dot to dots to help
your child get the hang of the activities Level 2 Medium:
More dot to dots than easy with middling complexity Level 3
Hard: Increased amount of dots with more complex shapes and
illustrations Scroll up & Grab Your Copy Today for the Best
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Pricing Available Only Today!
If you think all rocks are the same, then you are wrong.
There are different types of rocks. They were formed in
various ways so they have different compositions. Earth
rocks are identifiers of this planet that is why it is
important to have the knowledge of rock identification.
Perfect for kids age 9-12, this book is a must-have!
Winner of the Newbery Medal, Coretta Scott King Author
Award, and Kirkus Prize for Young Readers’ Literature!
Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier and Gene Luen Yang, New
Kid is a timely, honest graphic novel about starting over at
a new school where diversity is low and the struggle to fit
in is real, from award-winning author-illustrator Jerry
Craft. Seventh grader Jordan Banks loves nothing more than
drawing cartoons about his life. But instead of sending him
to the art school of his dreams, his parents enroll him in a
prestigious private school known for its academics, where
Jordan is one of the few kids of color in his entire grade.
As he makes the daily trip from his Washington Heights
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apartment to the upscale Riverdale Academy Day School,
Jordan soon finds himself torn between two worlds—and not
really fitting into either one. Can Jordan learn to navigate
his new school culture while keeping his neighborhood
friends and staying true to himself? This middle grade
graphic novel is an excellent choice for tween readers,
including for summer reading. New Kid is a selection of the
Schomburg Center's Black Liberation Reading List. Plus don't
miss Jerry Craft's Class Act!
Was it just another game of hide and seek? No. It was not.
First she fell into a deep, dark hole in the ground and then
they found a treasure. Did it end there? No! It did not.
Read more about this thrilling adventure of Sally and
friends in this free illustrated kids' book. The fun never
ends when Sally's around!
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
This learns to write workbook is useful to preschoolers.
Learning to write and color will be educational for children
from three years onwards
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Kids Books about Anger, Ages 3 5, Children's Books
New Kid
The XXL Would You Rather Book for Kids Age 6-12
I Love You Through and Through
Fashion Activity Book
A rhyming story of unconditional love with adorable illustrations of a toddler and
a teddy bear who declare "I love you through and through!"
TREMBLE as she faces Matron Stinking Bottomly. THRILL as she discovers the
squirrel house and Tanglefield's Travelling Circus. GASP as she endures a night
locked in the attic. QUAKE as she braves the scary streets of Victorian London and
CHEER as she overcomes all in the search to find her real mother and a true
family of her own. From bestselling author Jacqueline Wilson, the tale of plucky
Hetty Feather is brought thrillingly to life on stage by award-winning script writer
Emma Reeves (CBBC's The Story of Tracy Beaker) and the Olivier AwardNominated director Sally Cookson whose many five-star productions include Peter
Pan, We're Going on a Bearhunt and Stick Man. With a huge heart, Hetty Feather
is a terrific adventure story! 'The play sticks to my basic story, but with many
inventive touches that constantly took me by surprise... [it] was a magical
experience.' Jacqueline Wilson
22 large cards w/art by Eric Carle. Preschool
“The Little Mermaid” takes a twisted turn in this thrilling sequel to villainess
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origin story Sea Witch, as the forces of land and sea clash in an epic battle for
freedom, redemption, and true love. Runa will not let her twin sister die. Alia
traded her voice to the Sea Witch for a shot at happiness with a prince who
doesn’t love her. And his rejection will literally kill her—unless Runa intervenes.
Under the sea, Evie craves her own freedom—but liberation from her role as Sea
Witch will require an exchange she may not be willing to make. With their hearts’
desires at odds, what will Runa and Evie be willing to sacrifice to save their
worlds? Told from alternating perspectives, this epic fairy tale retelling is a
romantic and heart-wrenching story about the complications of sisterhood, the
uncompromising nature of magic, and the cost of redemption.
When a bus driver takes a break in this hilarious Caldecott Honor-winning picture
book, he gives the reader just one instruction: "Don't let the pigeon drive the
bus!" But, boy, that pigeon tries every trick in the book to get in that driving
seat: he whines, wheedles, fibs and flatters. Will you let him drive? Told entirely
in speech bubbles, this brilliantly original and funny picture book demands
audience participation!
Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site
Making Meaningful and Lasting Connections with Your Kids
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (Colour Edition)
The Read-Aloud Family
Stories for Kids Who Want to Save the World
Dinosaurs Before Dark (Full-Color Edition)
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Created for kids who love fashion, clothing and designing
by education expert, The Future Teacher, this fantasticallyfun fashion activity book will keep any fashion fan busy,
happy and entertained for hours with a wide variety of
delightful designing and creative colouring fun. Children
get to create their own fashion brand, logo, shop front and
entire clothing range Design and colour real clothes worn
by normal kids with a bit of high-end fashion included too
Hours of creative and inspiring fun fashion activities for
kids aged 7-12 All pages and pictures designed by an
education expert to be lots of fun and suitable for a wide
age range Clear instructions and kind, encouraging words to
help children who need a bit more guidance Original and
unique book with a wide variety of activities kids will
love Single-sided designs to minimise colour bleed through
If you are looking for a super fun and creativity packed
activity book for a kid who loves clothes and fashion
(which also has some amazing secret educational benefits)
then Fashion Activity Book is the perfect book for you.
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Self-Care Activity Book for KidsAge 5+
The fairy tale you thought you knew... The story of the Sea
Witch, the villainess from Hans Christian Anderson’s
classic tale The Little Mermaid, told from the viewpoint of
the Sea Witch when she was a twelve-year-old girl...
Snuggle up to your favorite nursery rhymes and drift into
the magical worlds of all your most beloved fairytale
characters with this unique collection of enchanting
stories carefully selected to enthrall 4-year-olds. Enjoy
the classic tales of The Ugly Duckling, Jack and the
Beanstalk, and The Princess and the Pea along with exciting
new stories and rhymes in this sturdy collectible format
filled with playful illustrations your preschooler will
adore. A perfect book to celebrate your favorite 4-yearold! Short, easy-to-read stories ideal for capturing the
attention of preschoolers Playful illustrations fill every
page perfect for keeping kiddos entertained and engaged
Includes 10 classic stories, fairy tales, and rhymes
designed to delight your little one during story time
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Wonderful gift for any occasion: birthdays, holidays, and
more! Collect the series for every milestone! Ages 2-5
available!
In The 5 Love Languages, you will discover the secret that
has transformed millions of relationships worldwide.
Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr.
Gary Chapman s proven approach to showing and receiving
love will help you experience deeper and richer levels of
intimacy with your partner starting today.
A Collection of Stories for 4 Year Olds
For Kids Aged 7-12
Silly Jokes for Silly Kids. Children's Joke Book Age 5-12
Emma Wants to Be a Grown- Up
For Kids Ages 1-4, 100 Fun Pages of Letters, Words,
Numbers, Animals and Shapes to Color and Learn (US Edition)
Sea Witch
In the kingdom of Fairyland-Below, preparations are underway for the
annual Revels . . . but aboveground, the creatures of Fairyland are in
no mood for a party. It has been a long time since young September
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bid farewell to Fairyland, and she is excited to see it again; but upon
her return she is shocked to find that her friends have been losing
their shadows, and therefore their magic, to the kingdom of FairylandBelow... It spells certain disaster and September won't stand for it.
Determined to make amends, she travels down into the underworld
where, among creatures of ice and moonlight, she encounters a face
she recognizes all too well: Halloween, the Hollow Queen. Only then
does September realize what she must do to save Fairyland from
slipping into the mundane world forever. Come and join in the Revels
with September and her friends. But be warned: in Fairyland-Below,
even the best of friends aren't always what they seem . . . Praise for
The Girl Who Circumnavigated Farilyand in a Ship of Her Own Making:
'A glorious balancing act between modernism and the Victorian Fairy
Tale, done with heart and wisdom.' Neil Gaiman. 'An Alice in
Wonderland for the 21st century... So effortless, so vivid, so funny.
Every page has a phrase or observation to savour and her characters
are wondrous creations.' Sunday Telegraph. 'A charming modern
fairytale...with a knowing twinkle in its eye.' Telegraph. 'A whole
esoteric world of whimsy - Alice meets the Wizard of Oz meets the
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Persephone story with a whiff of Narnia.' Independent on Sunday.
'Bundles of imagination and wry wit.' Financial Times.
Color & Learn - The fun way to learn the alphabet, numbers, colors,
shapes and everyday words through 100 creative coloring pages! Full
of engaging designs to boost early childhood development, building
connections with words, pictures and colors as they enhance their
recognition and fine motor skills. Just the right level for a 1-4 year old
to enjoy as they get their imagination and creativity flowing all whilst
learning and coloring. 100 original and unique pages to color - No
duplicate pages Full A-Z alphabet of letters, words and illustrations
Numbers from 1-10 as text, digits and items to count First shapes and
colors Lots of creative coloring pages of easy and everyday words
with illustrations Great size - 8.5 x 11 inch (US Letter/A4 equivalent)
Crisp white paper so colors look even more wonderful. A great gift to
unlock a world of coloring fun and learning.
Have you ever wanted to write a story, but wondered where to start?
The Write Your Own Story Book is here to help. It's full of inspiring
ideas for all kinds of different stories, with space of you to write them
in and writing tips to help you on your way.
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Roald Dahl's Charlie and the Chocolate Factory in glorious full colour.
Mr Willy Wonka is the most extraordinary chocolate maker in the
world. And do you know who Charlie is? Charlie Bucket is the hero.
The other children in this book are nasty little beasts, called:
Augustus Gloop - a great big greedy nincompoop; Veruca Salt - a
spoiled brat; Violet Beauregarde - a repulsive little gum-chewer; Mike
Teavee - a boy who only watches television. Clutching their Golden
Tickets, they arrive at Wonka's chocolate factory. But what
mysterious secrets will they discover? Our tour is about to begin.
Please don't wander off. Mr Wonka wouldn't like to lose any of you at
this stage of the proceedings . . . Look out for new Roald Dahl apps in
the App store and Google Play- including the disgusting TWIT OR
MISS! inspired by the revolting Twits.
***A GUARDIAN BOOK TO LOOK OUT FOR THIS AUTUMN*** A brilliantly
warm, witty and moving portrait of our pandemic lives, told in ten
heart-rending short stories Love and marriage. Children and family.
Death and grief. Life touches everyone the same. But living under
lockdown, it changes us alone. In these ten, beautifully moving short
stories mostly written over the last year, Booker Prize winner Roddy
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Doyle paints a collective portrait of our strange times. A man abroad
wanders the stag-and-hen-strewn streets of Newcastle, as news of
the virus at home asks him to question his next move. An exhausted
nurse struggles to let go, having lost a much-loved patient in
isolation. A middle-aged son, barred from his mother's funeral, wakes
to an oncoming hangover of regret. Told with Doyle's signature
warmth, wit and extraordinary eye for the richness that underpins the
quiet of our lives, Life Without Children cuts to the heart of how we
are all navigating loss, loneliness, and the shifting of history
underneath our feet. 'Roddy Doyle is an absolute genius' J.K. Rowling
'The undisputed laureate of ordinary lives' The Times
Collecting and Identifying Rocks - Geology Books for Kids Age 9-12 |
Children's Earth Sciences Books
Toddler Coloring Book
Challenging and Fun Dot to Dot Puzzles for Kids, Toddlers, Boys and
Girls Ages 8-10, 10-12
Write Your Own Storybook
Rugby Activity Book for Kids Aged 6-14
Rugby Union Themed Wordsearches, Mazes, Dot to Dot, Colouring In,
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Trivia
SILLY FACTS FOR SILLY KIDS is a children's fact book
containing loads of silly facts with illustrations. The
illustrations provide a visual aid to children who may become
quickly tired of simply reading line after line. Kids will be
amazed and sharing silly facts with everyone in no time! Ideal
for travelling families or those who need some entertainment
and trivia on the school holidays! This family-friendly
knowledge book is entertainment for everyone of all ages!
Great for beginner and early readers too! Full of awesome fun
facts! Even those who think they know everything will learn
something! A perfect easy gift idea for boys and girls who love
to ask, 'Did you know...'! Be warned, some of these facts are
really, really, really silly! So silly, in fact, it is hard not to be
amazed!
Get ready for a busy day in the garden, a pirate adventure and a
trip to the top of a mountain - there's so much to discover!
Filled with stories from a host of well-loved authors and
illustrators, including Julia Hubery (A Little Fairy Magic, That's
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What Friends Are For) and Caroline Pedler (Who's Afraid of the
Big Bad Bunny?, Super-Duper Dudley!). With beautifully
illustrated stories and poems throughout, this charming
anthology is the perfect gift for all three year olds.
Includes:Little Bear's Big JumperPirate Piggy WiggyThe Busy,
Busy DayIt's My Turn!A Friend Like YouBy the Light of the
Silvery Moon
Moose, Lion, Zebra and Sheep take shelter in a cave on a cold
and rainy day, only to realize that a bear is there. The bear
roars loudly and says that he is trying to sleep. Not
understanding why the bear is so cranky, the other animals
come up with ways to cheer him up. Moose finds antlers for
him, Lion gives him a mane, and Zebra paints on stripes. Is
there anything the four well-meaning friends can do to help the
bear sleep?
Margaret Wise Brown's beloved bedtime classics have lulled
generations of children to sleep with their soothing sounds.
Now, for the first time, these three classics are shrinkwrapped
together in a beautifully designed gift package. The gift set
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includes Goodnight Moon and The Runaway Bunny, with
pictures by Clement Hurd, along with Big Red Barn, illustrated
by Felicia Bond.
The brilliantly inventive, wildly funny and humane new novel,
set in an economically and politically collapsed America, by the
author of the best-selling Absurdistan.
Cricket Activity Book for Kids Aged 6-14
Sea Witch Rising
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Hilarious Questions and Ridiculous Scenarios for Children,
Teens and Parents - (Gift Book for Kids)
The Very Cranky Bear
Would You Rather Game Book
Connecting deeply with our kids can be difficult in our busy, technology-driven lives. Reading
aloud offers us a chance to be fully present with our children. It also increases our kids’
academic success, inspires compassion, and fortifies them with the inner strength they need to
face life’s challenges. As Sarah Mackenzie has found with her own six children, reading aloud
long after kids are able to read to themselves can deepen relationships in a powerful way.
Founder of the immensely popular Read-Aloud Revival podcast, Sarah knows first-hand how
reading can change a child’s life. In The Read-Aloud Family, she offers the inspiration and agePage 15/25
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appropriate book lists you need to start a read-aloud movement in your own home. From a
toddler’s wonder to a teenager’s resistance, Sarah details practical strategies to make
reading aloud a meaningful family ritual. Reading aloud not only has the power to change a
family—it has the power to change the world.
Fun and creative self-care activity book to build emotional resilience and support the wellbeing
of young children aged 5+. Using a mindfulness-based cognitive approach, this book is filled
with practical tools to encourage children to explore their emotions, breathe mindfully, reframe
unhelpful thoughts and enjoy playful activities to support their emotional health and mental
wellbeing. Some of the activities may require adult guidance.
This Rugby Activity Book was created for boys who love rugby union. This brilliantlyentertaining rugby activity book will keep any rugby kid busy, happy and entertained for hours
with a wide variety of rugby themed funtivities! Suitable for supporters of any team and
specially designed for boys to enjoy with hours of fun games Activities include colouring, cross
words, word searches, mazes, trivia, dot to dot and cool creative activities designed for kids
aged 6-14 All pages and pictures designed by experts to be lots of fun and suitable for a wide
age range Clear instructions and kind, encouraging words to help children who need a bit more
guidance Original and unique book with a wide variety of activities and perfect for rugby-mad
parents to join in with if they want! Expertly illustrated to give kids If you are looking for a fun
and action packed activity book for a kid who loves rugby (which also has some great
educational benefits) then this Rugby Activity Book is the perfect book for you.
? Dear parents and dear children, if you want to experience moments of training and fun
together, then... read on! In this really difficult moment, here is a book of pre-school activities to
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be done at home to help you prepare the luggage you need to better face primary school. You
are ready? Let's start playing and working with 140 pages of simple activities ... A home path of
pre-schooling to learn, first by outlining the various lines and the various geometric figures to
be able to achieve a certain stability in holding the pencil in your hand x tracing the letters of
the alphabet more confidently ... The book contains many very effective exercises to bring
children closer to writing, having to color within spaces, helps the child to increase eye-hand
coordination and to learn how to handle the pencil. That's why in this book you will find the
hatches you were looking for! Helps with prescribing Allows to trace also freehand Useful for
practicing before primary school Useful for learning letters, numbers and shapes Simple with
many small exercises and repetitions for each individual element. Valid help for some stability
in holding the pencil in your hand Dear parent! If you want to make a useful and constructive
gift to your child
Percy Jackson meets Black Panther - this blockbuster middle-grade adventure is perfect for
fans of Amari and the Night Brothers. Cameron Battle grew up reading The Book of Chidani,
cherishing stories about the fabled kingdom that cut itself off from the world to save the Igbo
people from danger. Passed down over generations, the Book is Cameron's only connection to
his parents, who disappeared one fateful night two years ago. Ever since, his grandmother has
kept the Book locked away, but it calls to Cameron. When he and his best friends, Zion and
Aliyah, decide to open it again, they are magically transported to Chidani. Instead of a land of
beauty and wonder, they find a kingdom in extreme danger, as the queen's sister seeks to
destroy the barrier between worlds. The people of Chidani have been waiting for the last
Descendant to return and save them ... Is Cameron ready to be the hero they need? Inspired
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by West African and Igbo history and mythology, this adventure-filled fantasy introduces
readers to Cameron Battle as he begins his journey to greatness.
Dot to Dot Book for Kids Ages 8-12: 100 Fun Connect The Dots Books for Kids Age 8, 9, 10,
11, 12 - Kids Dot To Dot Puzzles With Colorable Pages Ages 6
Life Without Children
Hetty Feather
Dot To Dot Book For Kids Ages 8-12
Letter Tracing and Coloring Book for Kids Age 3 and Up
Cricket Themed Workbook Wordsearches, Mazes, Dot to Dot, Colouring In, Trivia
SILLY JOKES FOR SILLY KIDS is a children's joke book containing HUNDREDS of funny
kids' jokes with illustrations. The illustrations provide a visual aid to children who may become
quickly tired of simply reading line after line. Kids will be laughing and sharing silly jokes with
everyone in no time! Great for early readers! Be warned, some of these jokes are really, really,
really silly. So silly, in fact, it is hard not to laugh!
"Enjoy This Incredibly Fun Basket Filler While Staying at Home With Your Family for Some
Quality Time Away From Electronics." Are you looking for a fun activity book and conversation
starter for your kids and family during family night, road trip, camping, a picnic, ect...? Do you
want to laugh and have a great time with your kids and familty? Enjoy this huge list of the most
ridiculous, silly and hilarious Would You Rather Questions with Incredible Trivia and Fun Facts !
These "Would You Rather...? - Ridiculousness Edition" questions will stimulate your kids'
imagination and bring out some amazingly insightful, funny and interesting answers. Create
teams and get ready for the most fun and silly scenarios and incredible facts. This book is a great
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tool to : * Improve communication by encouraging your children to talk and express themselves
freely while discussing their choices in a fun and light-hearted way. * Encourage critical thinking :
these questions will help children develop hypotheses about the different scenarios and encourage
them to think in new and different ways. * Stimulate imagination and creative thinking through
our list of ridiculous and original scenarios. * Strenghten relationships by spurring healthy and
interactive discussion in a fun and care-free way. * Nurture curiosity and improve general
knowledge with our list of unique and quite "random" facts. Preview: Hilarious & extremely
ridiculous situations to choose from. Each scenario will have you giggling, laughing and sharing
great moments with your family & loved ones. The scenarios and questions presented in this book
are completely kids and family friendly! Each series of questions is followed by interesting, fun
and crazy facts and trivia that will make you second guess your answers. Kids seem to especially
like those ones! "Would you rather be able to speak to animals or... speak every single human
language?" "Would you rather climb a mountain wearing your slippers or... walk on ice
barefoot?" Spend time and enjoy playing this fun game with the people you love the most. Grab
your copy today !
These Connect the Dot activities will help your kids follow instructions better, improve hand eye
coordination, and develop motor skills! Features: 30 entertaining and educational dot-to-dot
puzzles Animals and Objects ranging from 20 to 150 dots Suitable for ages 4-8, 8-12, and adults
Printed on beautiful 8.5" x 11" paper Can be colored once the dots are connected Get your little
one learning and having fun at the same time!
“Honk SHOOOOOO! Honk SHOOOOOO! . . .” The snoring goes on, on and on through the
night. They never stop snoring till the first morning light. Ah, all those dinosaurs look so cute in
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their pajamas. See them yawn and stretch and brush their teeth. Soon they’ll be sound asleep, and
. . . OH NO! SNORING!!! Little kids love big dinosaurs. They also love the sublime silliness of
Sandra Boynton books. So what better way to wind down at the end of the day than with
DINOSNORES, a rhyming and rhythmic ritual of getting ready for bed—featuring a pile of loudly
snoozing dinos.
Revised Edition January 2021 This Cricket Activity Book was created for boys & girls who love
cricket. This brilliantly-entertaining cricket activity book will keep any cricket mad kid busy,
happy and entertained for hours with a wide variety of cricket themed funtivities! Suitable for
supporters of any team and specially designed for boys to enjoy with hours of fun games Activities
include colouring, cross words, word searches, mazes, trivia, dot to dot and cool creative activities
designed for kids aged 6-14 All pages and pictures designed by experts to be lots of fun and
suitable for a wide age range Clear instructions and kind, encouraging words to help children who
need a bit more guidance Original and unique book with a wide variety of activities and perfect
for cricket-mad parents to join in with if they want! Expertly illustrated to give kids awesome
colouring inspiration! If you are looking for a fun and action packed activity book for a kid who
loves cricket (which also has some great educational benefits) then this Cricket Activity Book is
the perfect book for you.
Baby's First Library
Hide and Seek
When I Am Angry
Dinosnores
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!
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Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Sixteen biographies of extraordinary people--ranging from Sebastião
Salgado to Björk and Greta Thunberg--who came of age fighting climate
change Every person has a path in life, one that is intertwined with
the fate of the earth. The life stories in this collection begin and
end with that realization. First, as children, in different countries
and eras, they witness how humans provoke environmental degradation.
Each leads a life that not only minimizes their individual
contribution to climate change at a local scale, but also that of
their generation on a global scale. Then, as adults, they recognize
the maturity and agency acquired at that moment which defined their
lives. The biographies depict concrete initiatives that contribute to
climate preservation, from a physicist who promotes organic farming
techniques in India to a designer that only uses ecological fabrics
and dyes in Italy. Rock climber Yvon Chouinard, biologist Rachel
Carson, and designer Adriana Santanocito are included in this diverse
cast of environmental activists. Together they show us that regardless
of culture, class, or profession it is never too early or late to find
your way to improve the world our children will inhabit. The stakes
couldn't be higher: "Our house is on fire," as Greta Thunberg rightly
said.
? The XXL Would You Rather Book for Kids Age 6-12 ? Hilarious
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Questions and Ridiculous Scenarios for Children, Teens and Parents
(Gift Book for Kids) Join us on a hysterical journey as we explore the
hilarity of 'Would You Rather' Jokes for kids age 6-12 with this
awesome book. You will experience plenty of hilarious statements and
weird scenarios for children, young adults and even parents to enjoy fun for all the family! Inside you will find: ? Brilliant turn-taking
questions to engage your creativity. ? Unique and amusing scenarios
that will have your sides tickled with laughter. ? You'll find a 'Did
You Know' section in every chapter so your kids can learn as they
laugh! ? Each theme has its own special, side-splitting wise-cracks
segment that you'll never forget! These puns, entertaining facts and
weird quizzes will stimulate the mind and allow your imagination to
run wild with how you can use this book. You can read this as a
collection of jokes, or play with friends - it's your choice. Each
section will have its own theme from animals, weather, seasons,
hobbies and more for your enjoyment. Most importantly, the reader will
be able to be silly and simply enjoy! So do not hesitate for one more
minute! Buy this rib-tickling title, and simply read and relish each
quip, jovial ploy, jest and jape - it's a bit of fun!
We are celebrating by bringing full color to the Cretaceous
period—full-color art that is! This jacketed hardcover edition boasts
new artwork, plus extras, like an interview between the creators, a
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letter from Mary Pope Osborne, and up-to-date dinosaur info! Join Jack
and Annie as they travel back to the time of dinosaurs where they
encounter all sorts of dinos from the terrifying T-Rex to the crowdpleasing Triceratops—and start on a life-time of adventures with new
readers.
It has a great message: "I cannot say enough positive words about this
story. Get it, you won't be disappointed!. " - James "A "life lesson"
book for ages 3 5 with fun colorful illustrations. Great kindergarten
book!" - Heather Explains anger & feelings: " It was a great book!
Made my 3 year old laugh!! " - Kathy " It is a nice book for kids to
discuss anger and feelings." - Erica And Cute illustrations with nice
rhyming story Not too long, grabs kid's attention GET IT NOW and get
the ebook for FREE!! Add this amazing kids book to your cart and
ENJOY!
The #1 New York Times bestselling children's book "A standout picture
book, especially for those who like wheels with their dreams."
—Booklist, starred review As the sun sets behind the big construction
site, all the hardworking trucks get ready to say goodnight. One by
one, Crane Truck, Cement Mixer, Dump Truck, Bulldozer, and Excavator
finish their work and lie down to rest—so they'll be ready for another
day of rough and tough construction play! • Author Sherri Duskey
Rinker's sweet rhyming text soothes little ones into a peaceful rest •
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Full of irresistible artwork by illustrator Tom Lichtenheld •
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site is the perfect read-aloud This
popular, timeless nighttime story continues to delight families
everywhere! • Ideal for children ages 3 to 5 years old • Great for
young construction fans • This adorable hardcover bedtime book is a goto gift for any occasion
The Girl Who Fell Beneath Fairyland and Led the Revels There
Cameron Battle and the Hidden Kingdoms
Self-Care Activity Book for Kids
Age 5+
For Kids Ages 6-12 - Ridiculousness Edition - Funny and Hilarious
Questions for Children, Teens and Family - with Incredible Trivia and
Fun Facts - the Interactive Conversation Starter for Kids

One morning, Emma decided she simply did not want to be a kid anymore. She didn't
want an early bedtime or have to sit in the back seat of the car, or be interrupted for
dinner while playing hide-and-seek with her friends, or be told that unless she ate her
vegetables, she would never grow up. But what happens when Emma starts to be a
grownup and do grownup things? " Great book, great story, great lesson. My kids ages
6 and 9 enjoyed the story. It made them realize that being a kid is fun" -- Daniel. "A
wonderful lesson in living in the NOW and not growing up before it is time. This was
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such a delight to read and the way Ms Alony put it together was perfect!Great book with
beautiful illustrations, and my little niece gave it five stars!"-- Author Joyce L. Mitchel.
"Excellent vocabulary" -- Kindle Costumer. Maria Alony creates high-quality, illustrated
children's books that are not only fun and entertaining, but also contain an educational
message and important values. As a mom herself, Maria reads picture books every
night so that bedtime stories become part of her child's routine. She believes that
reading children's books every day, for kids ages 4-8, is essential for developing
language, fostering imagination, and promoting self-expression. When it comes to
children, Maria knows that books are vital. Join Emma in the new edition of the
children's book series "Emma and Everything" on her journey of self- discovery. As she
learns to appreciate and love her life as it is, she discovers the beauty of being a kid.
Scroll back up and and grab your copy now! This fully-illustrated picture book is a great
read aloud for preschool children and is highly recommended as a self-read book for
beginner readers as well.
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